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OKOClass is a permanent learning space,
constructed offsite, that can rapidly install on just
about any site. It can be classroom sized, or bigger.
It can be provided as a fully furnished solution
based around user needs. It is zero carbon, and
highly energy efficient, reducing energy bills in the
future.
OKOclass is superb value for money against either
a temporary classroom, or a new extension. But
most important of all, it is a great environment for
learning and teaching.
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Schools began with a person under
a tree, who did not know they were a

OKOClass is a highly insulated and air tight form
that can be dressed and articulated to reflect the
region in which the studio resides.

teacher, sharing their realisation with
people who did not know they were
students. //

Facades can be finished using the majority of
external claddings from brick to thatch. The facade
system uses well established technology to allow
the connection and integration of different types of
cladding materials.
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A studio provides around 63m2 of accommodation
enabling a wide variety of learning environments.
Additional space provides a lobby area, store,
plantroom, a wheel chair accessible WC and
cloakroom.
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Section
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Cross ventilation between low
level openable windows
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Nature roof
Full height cupboard
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Recessed lighting

Off site Components

Air output zone

a/ Sub assembly
b/ External timber door
c/ Rainscreen wooden cladding
d/ Windows and doors
e/ External wall
f/ Internal wall
g/ Floor type 2

Plant room
Two leaf door proving ease of
access for push chairs and wheel
chairs
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On site Components
1/ Nature roof
2/ Heat recovery system
3/ External balustrade
4/ Wet area + Cupboards
5/ Access landing
6/ Cloakroom + WC suite
7/ Floor type 1
8/ Foundations
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Access landing
Cloakroom
Interactive whiteboard
Wet area and sink
Learning studio
Above ground construction, low
impact foundations
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Illustrations

Areas

Areas

The Studios can be arranged
to create variable learning
environments.

Ground plate
92m2

Ground plate
185m2

Amenity space
14m2

Amenity space
27m2

Studio
63m2

Combined Studio
133m2
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Individual learning

2/

Small group learning

3/

Cluster learning

4/

Seating and event space

5/

ICT Suite

6/

Presentation

7/

Separate classrooms

8/

Separating wall removed
to form large open plan studio
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